
 
 

AGENDA/MEETING MINUTES 

CCE Cluster 

March 24, 2009 

12:30-1:30 PM 

ETA 101 

 

District Cluster Agenda Item: Follow-up from Morning session: What best practices and 

teaching strategies were discussed at your round table conversations that would apply 

to this cluster’s discipline? 

 

Discussion:  Does not apply to this cluster/ not discussed 

 

 

Data/data source: (where appropriate) 

 

Action: 

 

 

ITEM 1. Best Marketing Practices 

Discussion: This group, chaired by Karen Horowitz confirmed the need for multiple marketing 

formats:  paper, electronic, and direct (in person). 

 

Data/data source:  (where appropriate) 

 

Action:  

Brainstormed suggestions include the following: 

 Updating individual program web pages  

 Adding the specific program web link to program manager’s e-signature block 

 Re-establishing/strengthening connection with PBCC Outreach/Recruitment departments 

 Re-establishing/strengthening connections between credit department staff/ faculty and non-credit 

program manager/instructors (to share non-credit course information with students in similar 

credit courses) 

 Distributing subsequent program offering information to students via (current) term program 

instructors 

 Instituting  “CCE Program and/or Instructor of the Year” award(s) to publicize the caliber of 

programming and teaching that occurs  

 

 

ITEM 2. Duplication of Avocational and CCE Courses 

Discussion: Should we eliminate course duplication between Avocational and CCE courses? 

 

Data/data source:  (where appropriate) 

 

Action: Not at this time; however, the following should be in place in order to avoid 

misunderstanding between Avocational and CCE courses:  

 

1) Different audience and needs – Avocational serves community needs vs. CCE is 

focused upon workplace needs. 



2) Different pricing structure needs to be kept in place. 

3) Different course titles and course descriptions to differentiate between Avocational and 

CCE courses.  If audience is confused, then we can revisit the descriptions and titles 

and make necessary adjustments. 

4) Some Avocational courses can be feeders into CCE courses – instructor plays an 

important role in promoting courses.  Adjuncts can be given flyers and/or handouts to 

market upcoming classes. 

5) Enrollment needs to be monitored for cost-effectiveness in those Avocational courses 

that may “seem” comparable to CCE courses – and #3 above should be revisited. 

 

 

ITEM 3. Organizational Chart - TABLED 

 

ITEM 4. Ways to survive the economic downturn  

Discussion: The task force discussed; action items below.  

 

Data/data source:  (where appropriate) 

 

Action:  

 Consider returning to district model, having an Associate Vice President lead CCE 

 Clarify CCE Performance Model, Mission, Goals and Branding 

 Leaner Actions: course descriptions for brochure, adjunct instructor hiring process 

 Greener Actions: eliminating paperwork, e.g., credentialing, adjunct paperwork 

 Pool Resources, use collaborative leadership 

 Review and change instructors pay scale to be more competitive 

 Review and change course fee schedule 

 Business procedures need to be more flexible (bulk reward registration, gift certificates, senior 

citizen discounts) 

  

ITEM 5. Distance Learning Concerns - TABLED 

 

ITEM 6. CCE Training at the Next Level brochure status 

Discussion: This item was completed and the new CCE Training at the Next Level Brochure has been 

printed and distributed. 

 

Data/data source:  (where appropriate) 

 

Action:  

 

ITEM 7. Cash cow and dependable course recommendations 

Discussion: The task force discussed; action items below. 

 

Data/data source:  (where appropriate) 

 

Action: 

 Analyze courses – how much paying adjuncts, consider permanent CCE adjunct for courses 

 Use needs based programs, one community stakeholders recommend, no SWOT 

 Increase grants with partnerships 

 

 

ITEM 8. Unregistered training 

Discussion:  

There was initial discussion regarding the types of activities that might fall into this category. This 

included partnerships with other agencies in which someone else pays the fees thereby making the class 



free to the students. Another example given was Contract Training through which we receive revenue, but 

not FTE.  

 

There was agreement that we would like to have the ability to occasionally offer free training 

opportunities (for example as a way of marketing our programs). Another suggestion was to offer a 

“Teaser” or Introductory session on the topic.  

 

There was also concern expressed regarding several on-going Customer Service issues associated with the 

registration process. The group also felt that students need more ways in which they can register for CCE 

classes including on-line, paper registration forms and telephone registration. 

 

Data/data source:  (where appropriate) 

 

Action:  

 Recommend the identification of a vehicle for offering a limited amount of free training 

 Recommend that the registration options for CCE students be expanded. 

 Recommend the identification of common customer service issues and possible solutions. 

 Recommendations will be forwarded to the larger group working on this issue for the Provost 

CCE Task Force. 

 

 

ITEM 9. Cluster Meeting Frequency – TABLED 

 

ITEM 10. CCE Task Force Update - TABLED 

 

ITEM 11. CCE Courses-No Longer Eligible for Fee Waivers 

Discussion: The task force discussed; action items below.  

 

Data/data source:  (where appropriate) 

Here is the link to Board Policy 6HX-18-4.27 “Fees for Senior Citizens in Credit Courses”: 

http://intranet.pbcc.edu/boardpolicies/policies/section4/4.27.pdf  

 

Action:  

 

 Waiting for Business Plan development then can determine fee waiver issue 

 Clarification needed on what the waiver is for, fees or tuition?  Employees only, or public also? 

 

ITEM 12. Bookstore Issues - TABLED 
 

Attendance: Kim Ardila-Morgan Sandi Barrett Diane Bressner 

Liz Carracher Berkley Finley Karen Horowitz Isabel Karimi 

Gwen Nicholson Carrie Pasquale Eileen Robinson Sheila Scott-Lubin 

Jeannette Sullivan Trina Wagnac Dean Jacqueline 

Rogers (Provost 

Liaison) 

 

 

Submitted by: 

 
Karen Horowitz 

Karen Horowitz, Scribe 

 

 

c. Minutes Distribution List 

http://intranet.pbcc.edu/boardpolicies/policies/section4/4.27.pdf

